A Review of the Hemodynamic Factors Believed to Contribute to Vascular Access Dysfunction.
A vascular access (VA) is used to facilitate hemodialysis in patients that suffer from end-stage renal disease. However, they suffer from high failure rates due to non-maturation and venous stenosis, with intimal hyperplasia (IH) the underlying cause of both conditions. Abnormal hemodynamic profiles, which arise following VA creation, are believed to lead to the development of IH. However, the exact physiological response that initiates this process is unknown. This review evaluates the different hemodynamic parameters that are hypothesised to correlate with the development of IH. Review studies that examine the correlation between hemodynamic parameters and the onset of IH using computational fluid dynamics. These studies are divided into groups depending on the type of analysis conducted; longitudinal studies, patient specific arteriovenous fistula (AVF) studies, arteriovenous graft studies, idealised AVF studies and studies that analyse the bulk flow. Studies that conduct longitudinal analysis identify an overall reduction in wall shear stress (WSS) as the VA matures. This is further associated with outward remodelling and the successful maturation of the VA. The majority of studies that conduct a transversal analysis find that low/oscillating shear is associated with the development of IH. However, a number of studies find a link between high shear and high spatial and temporal WSS gradients and the onset of IH. This review highlights the lack of unanimity between studies and emphasises the fact that the exact physiological response that leads to the development of IH remains unknown. This accentuates the need for a single, precise hypothesis capable of accurately predicting the onset of IH. If computational modelling is to assist in this process, the number of longitudinal studies conducted must increase. This will provide a better understanding of the effect that hemodynamic parameters have on the remodelling process and potentially identify a single/group of parameter/s that can accurately predict the onset of IH.